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How to Study4eading: An Information Processing Analysis

Lee W. Gregg and S. Farnham-Dikgory

We have read in several places lately that the time is not yet ripe fora

,ccmprehensive reading model. For example,

"It is indeed a question whether looking for

*a model is a worthwhile enterprise. A model im-

\, plies a paradigi, or a pattern to be closely -fol-

lowed. That any one model will suffice to typify

the reading process is doubtful... (Gibson 4 Levin,

1975).

And Venezky, in& 1975 NM report, said:

"The-absence here of any discussion of the corm-

plots model for the reading process pubiished in

the last 10 years is intentional. After, intensive

analysis of such models (e.g:, those found in the

Davis(1971) collation] we believe that we know too

little about the component processes to justify at-

tention to complete models (Venezky; 1970-

Why, then, in the face of this collectiv;:1slm, are we about to discuss

a comprehensive reading model? There are two major reasons.

First of all, it is not true that we lack comprehensive imodels of reading.

we have dozens of them, hundreds. Everyone has a theory of reading. But in

7
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whole or in part they are 'implicit' theories most of them formulated at a verbal

,

descriptive level. If it has been possible, as Vene:ky suggests, to identif)111

components of the-reading process, e.g. decoding and corprehension,-and to

study them experimentally., then A model which,defines the component boundaries
4

must have existed. For example, an implicit comprehensive theory of reading

must have led the NIE study group on models to propose that worn recognition

is necessary to reading. The problem is not to'invent a model.' The problem

is to make public and testable the consequences' of the` models we already have.

A second major'reason fbr attempting to build an overall theory of 144-

ins is that such-a theory is mainly what we lack. Reading involyes only a

few types of processes and infbrmation structures. They Jre not reafrYa

arstery. What is uncertain is how these components go together at high speed.

We need ways of characterizing the conditions under which certain processes

are evoked. Ke need the decisionrules which fire one, cognitive function

Tether than another._ _We need to specify characteristics that determine which

process gets activated initially, and which produces thef al output,. Without

1

SR explicit model of these control factorst we have no place to put the piece-

meal data that bur reading laboratories have turned up.

thii piper, then, we will offer a fraTgrk for a comprehensive theory

Of

pow
Insert Figure 1 about hero

..

qt

.

Fig. 1,Is a schcmatization of the human information proceising systeft;

There are three major parts, to it. First,,we will discusi.the perceptual

27.1121, thi discrimination nets. or r-space: We will talk about the outcome

tperceptual procesiing--the act of recognition. Those acts are signified

4 . .4
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here bkterminal nodes labeled I. ,Second, we will talk about the semantic
,

system, qr Sspace

.Note, we have noL referred to a decoding system or a comprehension system.

9

-The Y-spice is not a decoding space, nor is the S -space cquivalehr to compre-

hension. Decoding and comprehension refer to ways inAich both these spaces

are utilized.,One reason there is much confusion about the terms decoding and

P""

comprehension is that we have not been sufficiently careful to specify task

dcaands and stage of practipe.

The third part of the human informatibn pruccssing system, then? is the

collection of basic operations and learned programs for performing.reading asks.

A great deal of confusion arises from differences among -reading tasks. To

demonstrate how perceptual processes and semantic processes--as diagrammed*

-...bereoperate during reading, it is necessary to be very specific about the

type of reading task referred to. For that reason, we lave developed a taxonomy

of reading tasks. We will return to an analysis of these tasks following an

overview of the structure comiwin to all. of them.

The Perceptual Space

Earlier in the history of psychology, as well as in the history of read-

In instruction, perception was considered a wholistic process, something

which happened all-of-a-piece.--Over the past two decades, however, we have

learned this is not the

sequentially. We do not perceive the letter £ all at once. We

case. The discoveries have been partly a matter of

.
In.

.

.

ti

perceive a :;et of horizontal and vertical lines, one.at a time. Or possibly,

5'

.

41

.

features.

I 1

experimental design, and partly a matter of apparatus developme(nt. It is
/

6

low an accepted fact that perception is a_process of noticing a series of
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with piactice, we 'perceive .a single, higher -order feature--a TaTte6 of hori-

./.

eontattnd vertical lints.

We refer to hisnotidng.proccss as feature-testing. That means, in

effect, that such iluestions- are asked as: doesthe letter have a vertical line

*n ft?' is the 'letter closed At the tor- The tests ate being made at high

speedi ina few hundredths of 'a second. -With regard to the English alphabet.

... (and thinks' in large part. to the( work of Eleanor , we have a first ap-

t

Gibson)
. .

proximation asto whatcan be expected: verticals,-horizo tals, symmetries,

and so forttijCibsOn, 1969). Die perceiving mind, even, he mind of a young

AL.

,. .

':.ollld, after sore experience with. the alphabet, grows a testing program to. \.,,

discrtminate among the letters. We think of this program as a tree of tests.

.

The first theory wipich attempted to maki this growth process and he sub-

,
.

. .

.

.

segment testing process expliciliwas in the form of a computer program called

)
.

.

the Elementary Perceiver and Memorizer, developedin the late 1950s by Edward
-

Feigenbaum (1959). This propos simulated the process of growing a new test'

structuTet as well as the prociss-of using it. Interestingly, one of thi first

applications of the EPAM program was.toreading. Feigenbaum'and Simon (1963)

that system capable pf performing paired-associate memory tasks is

.
capable of reading names of objects. The important requirement for this'is

that a minimum of three distinct encodings or representations of the stimuli

in reading is necessary. The net must discriminate a ng aural phonemes, the

sound of words, letters; another set of tests,must distinguish among visually.

presented-letters and syllables; and still a third must recognise objects in

terms 41F their visual characteristics, shape, color and the like.

.

.

The importance if the simulation was that ft forced the simulators, the

. -...

thtoritts:.to confront'problemi'that we all too often sweep under a theoretic.

rug. Foreishple, there is the problem of tho natural, unschooled development

, 6
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of feature-testing abilities. When a child looks at Daddy's copy of the New

Y04:Timeseipecially

1ng? In psychological

atm. But if we tried

when he looks g it upside down- -what tests is he grow,

laboratories and in schools we manage to avoid thlt.qucs-.

to simulate, the growth process. wA would not be able .to

avoid it. We would blo forced to make our-speculations explicit, and to design

ways of testing them.. Perhaps the most trucial issue to

an - explicit model of an association memory' is the number

tion necessary for such a structure to operate.

emerge in constructing

of levels of indirec-

,

Ilthough,there is little research on huhans, there is a growing body of

animal research on the neurophysiological nature of feature detectors. Spcci- -

fie brain cells respond to specific kinds of visual informationhorizontal

lines, vertical lines, diagonal lines, and so forth.' Croups of.these_cells,

idUn activated, fire higher-order cellspattern:detectors. Thus a single

higher-order cell assembly may be responsible for the detection of a pattern.

The animal evidence also indicates the existence of-criticarperiods in

.

the development of feature detecting abilitieS. Clearly some kind of learning,

exposure to patterns, imprintingwhatever wg want to call it--must go on at a

very early age. ,
. . .

Someday we wild have detailed models of the development of human fliture

detectors -- models which will describe niurophysiological changes in the grbwing
.

brain, and specify the extremely high speed pperations that we refer to as

P.-spa1ce tests.' An important component of these models will be specification

of how the P-space increases in complexity, With age and expeVience, the

P-space grows ;ich and intricate. 'tests develop for chunks'or patterns which

. .

are as fast as those for lower-order features. We develop the'abilit)(talest

syllables, spelling patterns, word roots, prefixes, Ands so forth. These per-

cep t to 1 Abilities beam*, in, ;me. sense, built 'in neurophyKologioall.y.

A
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Or at least they should. There is probably. a class of disorders included

In that catch-all phrase-dyslexia, which results from growth problems at this

leVel. The P-space in Some children does not becoile elaborated in normAily

orkanized ways. This may be a type Of perceptual confusion analogous to

astigmatism or other-types of visual disorders. The point is, that for 'prac-

tical purpOsesit is-a ncurophysiological disorder, a brain dysfunction. Somb-

day, when we have proper
models'of.normal.P-spacc functioning, we may be able

. _

to fix these disorders prosthetically, just as we can fix astigmatism by

fitting glasses.

biany4other so-called dyslexic disorderi, however, are probably not P -space

disorders,.but are-difficulties involving the bgeOrt of P -space operations.

When we say thit a child is learning to perceive letters, we are implicitly

referring not only to high speed feature detection, but also to the child's

ability to associate test outcomes to some other learned information--,like the

name of the letter, omits sound. Those two kinds of processing--perceiving.

amtaisociating--are governed by different principles. We turn now to some

of .the principles of association.-

Recognizing Familiar Objects

In Fig. 1 a terminal node, the square box is distinguished from.tesi nodes

.
that appear earlier in th'e perceptual sequence. Ifographemic stimuli can be

sorted to a terminal node, an act of recognition haikoccurred..

At the termination of feature.:testing, there is an internal na a symbol

pointing to whatever information has been associated with that grap emic stimu-

lus: 'Whin we say avord has been recolnized,. we are really saying that it no",

ti
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has a symbolic foim.which will permit it-to be with other syM61s.

.

It is important to distinguish between the visual recognition of graphemes

and the recognition of previously learned speech sounds. A child may be able

to.perceive a word perfectly well visually, but not recognize it,because there

is nothing -in' his memory that the perCept is pointing to. On the other hand,
-

the child may recognize a word when he hears it, i.e. when he tests acoustic

features, but may not be able to process the graphemes visually.

There has been a major tontroversy in reading over whether recognition,

must always involve auditory recoding. In our terns, the question is: "Must

the pointer.always be to the.sound of the word?' The relationship labeled R1

in Figure 1 is the articulatory code for saying, "cat." A word sound may, be the

only thing a'beginning reader recognizes. We will come back to this issue.

am

.For now, the point is that recognition is the termination of a perceptual testing

processa'termination which exists in the forl of a pointer to other previously

acquired learned information. What happens after that is a semantic issue.

Th9 Semantic Space

Tlie semantic space is symbolized In the lower *ght portion of the Figure

1. There are several fundamental parts to th space, and there area number

of different ways of representing them- Depending upon the nota0tonal system

one chooses.

A tired area represe s what we ordinarily call a concept, an addressable

location in .the me It is a node, a symbolic entity, an internal name'which

Serves to ind the properties and relations that decline it. In Figure 1 the

index calledICAT, so we will be able to refer to it.
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The hode has associated with it aset o properties-tsuch things as

shape, size; texture, plus additional informition: functions, contextual in-

. '
i.formation.(where the concept_is Likely -to be fOdnd, for example), lingui stic

properties, and everything else that you know about the particular concept

1

1

An question. -The links between the properties and the conceptual node arc

Irplations,.. There can be superordinate relations--a cat "isa" aniMal;iand

.properties - -a cat has fur. There arc also related actions--a cat scratches.
w

As the diagram suggests,.it is possible tO get from any part

tic network to any other part. The idea of bouncing can lead you

of a semair-
,

to the idea

Of ball which in turn can lead you to. the idea of red. If all of those entities

are activated by a syntactiCally correct progrl, you have the idei of,a

bouncing red ball.

Because it'is theoretically iossible.to get from one part of the semantill
.

,

network to any other part,,what keeps the entire net from lighting up at once-
-

Presumably, the limitation is in ourshort term memory capacities. We are

able to-use only a very small portion of our knowledge at any one time. These

Severe constraints have affected the wayin which knowledge is gathered and

stored, as well as the way in which it is later accessed.., Semantic memory

is organized.

lehatLis the nature of this organisation? A good deAl of research sug-

'pests that the organi:ation is categorical, and that.the categories are ar-

ranged in hierardhies. Much research has also been directed toward the motion

that we have schemata or frames or scripts which. make it possible for us to

use semantic information efficiently and selectively.(Abelson; 1976; Bobrow 11

Norman, 197S; Ruawlhart, 1975; Winograd, 1976.

For example, when we read or hear the word hit, we expect-that some kind

10
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of object-1i c a ballis loingsto be involVtd. sWe have-4 schema for.verb-
.-, -

object relations of this type, a schema which is independent of any,particular

verb in the class. We7have schematarfor tricking up many -kinds of'Semantic in-
.

-
'#

formation that direct us to look-for information: Thus; initial information is
. . .

verified or disconfirmed by sUbsequerit information. Veriffcation.of*Schema is .

-

an important aspect of reading comprehension, This is aburgeoning-area of ,-

research shared by linguists, psychologists, and the artificial intelligertry.-
.

Host Of the develOpmental research in the area is concerned with schemata for

single words - -like la, sell,. or Rive. Wahave reeentPvcamPleted the only
,

study we know of on the development of.scmantic schemata of a more complex,

sedtential,sort
1

.

We were concerned with the young child's ability td activate schemata

itivolving aft agent, an action, and an object. For example, think of-a baseball,.

'player at bat and then of a baseball. Does the b"all "go with" the first scene ?

poes a hotdog'go with it? Does a letter to with the scene of a posman walking`.

down the street? Does'a'triercle go'with the postman scene? We Used 10 dif- .

,
-..

.
,

ferent'agent-action slides, and 4. different types of objects which were more'-

Amr less related to each of the lb stimulus slides.. After each pair of slidest'
the subject as asked: -"Does-this go with the picture you just saw?" The -sub -E%

. '. .

.

ject's decisinstimeto answer "Yes" or "No" was recorded, and the subject

,,
was thewaskedfor an:explanation'.

The expl-mhations were scored in terms of the simple process madel shown

An Figure 2., The ?evils represent 3 types of schemata that could'be employed

immaking a decision,

e MOIM.

Insert Figure 2 about here. .

I
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A LeVel 1 Schema includes a belief that the objcot--the.bascball, say--
4

.

was..in inevitable part of the agent-action scenario. For example, as one

aJ

.

,

_ --- child said "Illisen soMeone's hitting' a ball, they need a 6311." There is a

-very high frequency of association. We can think of the schema.aS a frame

-y

. _

_ with a blank for the agent, a blank for,the, action, and a blank for the .ob-
- , . 1

iieet 'When- th first two blanks are filled,-aspandidate foam the third .opc is

-quickly :detected:

But Suppose, instead of geeing a baseball; the subject saw a hotdog..

s a hotdog "go with" the baseball player at bat? You:migist decide yes,

but in-order to-do so; you-would have. had to generate some Actions associated,.
.

with hotdogs; and perhaps some other actions associated_ with the baseball
_ . -.

.

i'layOr7-the fact that.he eats,, for example: That is a more complex type of

stfleml, which ire call a Level 2 schema: If it has been activated,, the subject
, .

. .

Iiiill say something like:'"Yes, ,the baseball Aplayer and the hotdog go together III

-..,-- -

.

because baSeba/1 players can eat hotdogs." ,

A d"Yei" :followed by ..that___type_of_expi.;ziation_ should have had a longer- - --

, -

latency because. you- generated and tested the Level-1 schema firit, pnd

' then generated -some more
.
ideas after 'you rejected the Level 1 possibility.more; , ,

, ,
.

.
. .

(Under the guidance'of.the;schema; you noticed additional properties associated- _
- .

a '

With particular nodes. 'You tipiared a more remote area of your .semantic-nct-

--,

. -work.
.

.. ..

Of course you might also, reject the Level 2 pOtsibility. We would con.-

% .

, .

.

aider'tba-t, to have. hpppened if you said something like: ."Yes, the baseball

player and the hotdog could go together because the player would be hungry

after his'gaac, and woulethen go and eat a hotdog." That kind of answer-con- -

.
.

, ,
,

tiins what we call a compatihilityotest: even though the action'of 'hitting,' III
,

' C.

a-)baseball -and the action of eating a hotdog could be connected through the

,..
-/ 12

. .
. . .

.
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node of the player, those two attions arc not simultanceuslk gompatible. The

man could not do both' of them at 'the tame time. Or 'perhaps in the place.
-,-

For whatever reason, the appearance of a compatibility .test in a verbal ex-

. Olt planation reveals the existence of a higher-orderin fynction'al yule. That
..... . , _

7 111,1
type of "Yes" decision should lave the longestat

4
1.

. -

ih

Sd far, we have discusscd only 'Yes" decisio 6' decisions
. ;00

take somewhat longerlhasi, "Yes" decisions, at each-leyel. The assumption is

should

that a "No" decision includcs'somc kind of transforaation from positiv*to

illative, and these take.a small but,imeasulable amount of additional time

(Clark 4/base, 1972; Just S" Carpenter,- 1976).

The G.-per/tent was carried out usgg eight adults and

rich subiect.saw,'in a random order, all 10 stimulus agent-action pictures,

paired with each oaf four object pictures. That amounted fb 40 slide-pairs

altogether. Decision times Were, recorded automatically by means of a voice

key. Yeibal explanations were-ficorded on Imdiotape. Table'l provides ir'
r

stveliiii,of the resulti.

4

Insert.Table 1 about here

aftOpWW.

Wheginvith,.ehildren are iencrolly slower than the adults, by about

half a sec* on the average. Seco* when the "Yes" and. "No" judgments are

combined,fthipadults an children shoe about the same relative increase from-
,

Level 1 to Level-2 t Level 3 decisions. eThe-oinierval from_Level 1 telcvel

1.:Is shorter for bakh children and adults. The general pattern is consistent

with our model, and it suggests that S-yr-olds arc going tinrough roughly the

saw se,antic decision processes as the adults re--when the children go

.

through any decision processes at all. To explain- that last statement, look

* .13
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first at the "Yes" and "No" means. For the adults, the "No" judgments-:with

4IP
all.levels combined- -arc about in mscc lohgct than "Yes" judgments, as is

.
.

consistent with a,Jarge amount of "Yes"--"NO" lit'craturc. It is an accepted

i .
.

. .. .

fact that affirmative decisions take-less time than negative decisions,.if A.

/

everything is properly controlAcd.

Among our 5 -yr -olds, however nd this is actually a replication of a

pieviocsexperiment using different groups of children and adults), we have a

very different' situation. Children take much lohgcr to decide "Yes" than to

decide "No.". The effect is especially striking when we separate the revels, as

shown. iri Figure' 3.

aro

Insert Figure 3 about here

. t

. , . .. 110
. ..

For,adults, a "No" decision always took a longer than a "Yes" decision;

4

the effect replicates. from level to level. Among the children, only-the Level-I

decisioni begin to look like the adult' functions. 'Level 2 and Level 3 deci-

!dein are much slower when they are affirmative, than when they. are negative.

Why should this be ?' . 1

4,5

We think that the "No" times do not contain the decisfon-functions. The

child was saying "No" first, and figuring how why afterwards. The "Yes"

times do'contain the deciilon functions. The child thought about why he was

making a.particular decirion before he made it:

In terns of our model we can think of it this way: the child cithcf de-

cides "NO" on the-basis or a'Level 1 schema, or he decidci that he is going to

say "Yes." Having 'decided to say "Yes." he'then chooses a Level 1, Level 2, or

111
Level 3 schema for formulating his judgment.

*

ThNsuggests that,even though

4-yr-olds are capable of activating higher-order schemata, they do not

14



wessarily utilize that capability in my particular decision. If they have'

I'9

utilized it--that is,thoy have exploreprthe .semantic net, and have con-

structed some relatively remote hypothesestithen they are likely to view the

t,

outcomes-Of their labors positively. This maybe something like a dissonance

situation: Because "! am going to o such trouble, any connectionthat

finally turn up must be a valid on . Whatever the reason, it.js apparently

easier and raster for 5-yr-olds o acknOwledgc semantic disconnections, than

it.is fOr.them to activate chemata which will pertit higher order connections.

That is the first po t. The second point is that having invented a higher

order connection,'the child respects it.

Pedagogically, the implications of such'research are'straightforward. We

should-base beginning reading materials on schemata which children find natural

and easily activated. Because we do not yet have detailed models of what these
*

natural schemata are, Cur best recourse is to use the child's on language.

This may give rise to schemata which strike adults as unusual. Figure 4 is a

language - experience chart which seems somewhat ungrammatical, as adults think

of sentence rules. But the schemata represented are the ones which werenatural-
r

to this particular group of children, following a particular kind of experience--

they had.justyisited a museum. is the research scientist'

r

-Insert Figure 4 about here

job to discovel-

and specifyethe 'nature of such schemata. If they seem unusual to us, it is

because we arc not yet as theoretically sophisticated as 5-yr-old children.

Until we are, we should design reading materials which are based-on the natural

integrative structures of children. If we do not, we maybe forcing beginning

15
t
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/
readers to spend previous attentional apacfty on schemata which arc not

naieral to them, but which happen to be on which adults prefer.

We take'up the complex matter of-attention in the next section.

Contlf6i Programs: A. Taxonomy of Reading. Tasks

T

Ne have now skeighi:,some of the basic structures and functions which arc

involved in anyreading task. dPor any type of reading, some kind of stimulus

material--Letter, wor414 or.Ohatevcr--must first be discrimindted, sorted

through-P-space struciutes. The outcome of the sOst will then shift the pro-

-c tssing into the semdntic space, where different kinds of processing will occur.

TO construct a ther?ry-ofany read task, we mu-st bc.able*to specify a unique

program of attentionlaltOptrol. Attention is directed the program from one

type of cognitive activity to another. III

Since skiliedzeaders oan perform a variety.of reading:Asks, it must be

..!

:.
--,. .

the case that a control program for one typE of task beais soieltind of'syste-.%
I

antic-relationship to control programs for_other tasks. This is also implied

by the fact that the programs arc operating on the sAmo P-space andthe same

S-space stsyctures Vhich arc highly stable for normal inch 'duals.

Table 2 is a_taxonomy of reading tasks. The, tasks are ar ngcd along two

dimensions which we believe to be key parameters: size of unit, and number of

Orr.

operations.

Inseit Table 2 about here

Units can increase from ltttirs, or pieces of letters, to whole passages

of words.4 ftsber of operationf in any given act of reading may be few, or

16
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they may be many,. Within this, general framcWark, it isintuitively helpful to -

block out SOIK familiar catcgories/HThvelopmentally, c are used to.thinking

in terms of pre-reading,lcvels, beginning-reading, reading, and skilled reading,'

.
-

so those. categories arc marked. We arc also used to thinking. in terms of such

tasks.as reading-to-learn, or constructive icaOrng, as compared to confirmatory

-types of reading. These categories arc mal-kca.along the top, and will be ex

plained in more detail as we go along.

iit us think first of what is:often considered the simplest, most funda-

,

mental reading task of a11' saying the name of a letter. That is our first

level of sight-sound correspondence learniqg.

'Figure S shows what 'kind of P-ipac and S -space operations are ;o,,,Iptr ex-

dor pected. The child sees the letter A, and sorts the features to a terminal node.
4

9

'whith indexes a semantic node. We have designated the semantic nodeas alpha.

.

Insert Figure S about here-

Alpha is recognired - its internal address actcssed. It indexes the image of
. ,

A, asstimipg such in image is. stored in -the loni terWmcraory of the reader. It

Ladexes/informatiOn like "first letter of the alphabet" - in some-memories, at

least. It also indexes the sound (alticulatory code) "aim", Note thdt

through the sound theaspeccbmotor program for pronouncing' the sound is ob-

tained." By saying the letter aloud, the sound is recognized. As we move

atom the sight - sound. column, -the control program will operate upon larger units.

The iituation becomes more complicated when the unit size goes beyond the

span of immediate apprehensiop. 'Now the reader cannot take in all the necessary

text elements at once. ,Some &formation must be held in a short term-store,

17'
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While additional information is gathered. We can chart the control program as .

4
shown in Figure 6.

IMO

Insert Figure 6 about hc4c

The programis described in very general -terms, so you can see 'how broadly

.

it maybe applied. First of all, some goal must be specified.. Here, we are

talkine>about finding the narc of a c9Acept. Attention thenscans a portion

of the material, and holds it. The program then tests for cobpletion of the

terminal recognition unit - is'there anything more to be perceived, vhe rest

of the word, say' If the unit is not complete, the program must. cycle back

0

and pick up de rest of the information before it can move into the S-space

and get the name it was-after. When it finds the name, the speech-motor

code must then be executed.
%.

This cyr14ng operation,the
abiAiiy to scan and hold pieces of a recog-

nition unit, is a developmental milestone. The ability to construct an iteri-

''

.
time control program may be just the hurdle that every child must get across

In order to get beyond reading. The capacity of slprt term memory--

the holding capacity--is critical. It should not surprisCNs to discover,

as we reported last year, that disabled readers have short term memory prob-
,

less (Farnhaa-Diggory 6 Gregg, l976).

As we were developing the taxonomy, we found hurdles of other types all

Athe)vmy.across. For every Class of reading task; 4s defined by our columns,

there appears to be a type of new subroutine whiCh Ott reader must be able to

devise - in.order to get into a reasonably skilled reading mode.

18
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Let us take the next column. By Verification, we arc referring to situa-

tions in which the criteria of the reading task hive been set in advance. We

suggest two types of verification tasks: one which involves sensory representa-

tions, like visual or sound images, and the other which comprises,thee existence

of ackitrary scrantic associations or relations. At a simple representational

level, a child may be asked to cOnne.ct.the letter B to a picture of a ball.
I

The goal of the control'program can be set up immcdiatel , and the efficiency

of the program an be evaluated in terms of how di tly the goal is achieVed.

The B must be perceived, and its sound Accved and heed in mind. You can see

boOart of this dew program could involve a sight-sound subroutine of the sort''
.

that was just described. The picture must also be perceived, named, and its

beginning sound isolated and compared to the stored sound of the B.

As the site of qle unit increases, we find such tasks as'reading de-

";-

scriptions of objects or places. Here, the control program must get over a new

type of hurdle. It 166it invent subroutines for hndling multidimensional in-

formation.

read abobt a bright ed beach ball, a child must have'the ability

to notice several dimensions simultaneously - brightness, redness, roundness.

According to Piaget (196S), this kind of control is a hallmark of the concrete

operational stage. Hence, moving from a be inning to a skilled reading level

on tasks of this type requires more than the simple iterative capacities re-

quired for a similar developmental step on sight -sound tasks. However, this

higher-order program may include iterative subroutines.

Verification tasks do not always have a concrete representational compo-
.

sent: That means simply that non-physica14roperties of a semantic unit may

19
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be atccssed. There aie many other groperties: Picas of lower and upper case

letters, grammatical properties of words like and and the, as well as wads

like run!. And to get from word meanings to sentence meanings, you have to

1

be able'ro integrate ideas. That is another hurdle. tl

ShiCe the verification program are quite similar, the single flow .'

diagram of Figure 7 is used to outline the proceSsing sequences. Notice, that

Insert Figure 7 about here

411P,A77 1

the subrotitine called "get value" essentially embodies the sight-sound corres-

pondence program shown in Figure 6, except that now a new property of the

semantic unit is called for. In the case of representition'al verification, A2

Is the physical, sensory description `'f the object. Alternatively, conceptual

verification would test ideas established by the teacher or by the demands*Of

the task. Verification tasks require search of the-text for confirration

through words, sentences and the like.

In OUT view, the most important new compOnent is the ability to compare

thigprekiousli set referent with the information extracted from the text. The

,comparison operation cah fail for two reasons: First, the multidimensional

test of object properties may be beyond the developmental capabilities of

the reader. Two dimensional concrete objects-oust be testa on property 1

gland then on property 2 for both the stored image and the image derived from

.44w

the reading process. Or, ,second, the comparisOn may fail from the inability

to synthesize ideas extracted by iteration over tho separate segments of the

test.

We have labeled this urdle cognitive synthesis.

SOW earlier experiments (Fa am-Diggory, 1967). Ii

_

. 110, 20'
4

a term which refers to

these expel-taints,

.
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children learned whole word symbolt; or. logographs,'for familiar words. In

this way, it was possible to test the ihtegrative capacities of children who

were too young to have learned the alphabetic writing system. After leaping

the logographs, the children were shown scts of them in simple sentences; like

"jump aver block." They could read,

asked to "do what you said." Young

(a block just happened to be op the

for "over" and pointed to the block.

the logographs perfectly. They *ere then

children, instead of jumping over the block

floor), jumped up in the air, maka sign

They acted out each symbol one at,a time,

instead of putting all the symboli together mentally, and then acting out their '

combined meaning.

:Mat research was without a satisfactory theoretical context mntit re-
.

tently. Now.we think of synthesis as a type of simple'linear schema. To get

conceptual meaninilout of a sentence, the reader must apply a basic schema

of collecting aset of words before computing meaning. You can see this is a

vimmiortIOrthe scan- and -hold program discussed earlier.
.

fl,tirelyconceptual programs of this type are apparently more difficult

than similar programs which contain representatiatal cues. Rebus-languages

are said fo be pedagogically simpler than alphabetic languages (Farnham-

4,
Diggory, 1972). However, the trick here would be to select pictorial cues

which are'exactly what you want semanticallyso that the comparison operation'

is direct.

We expeiimented with a rebus tas/of the following type: 4 child was shown,

for example; the numeral 1, a swatch of red yarn, and a wooden square. In

response alinstructions, he read aloud "one red square." He was then shown

a card containing such things as blue circles, green triangles, and red squares,

.

sad was asked to "find' what you said." Young children pointed to any ad square.

They did not integrate the number. Color; and form properties - unlep they
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were specifically instructed to listen to what they-themselves were saying.'

If they listened, then they integrated all the inforration.

The experiment suggests that semantic integrative schemata are associated

with spoken language before they are associated with written language, which

is no surprise. But the experiment carries a warning for' rebus pedagogy. Do

the schemata elicited by pictures match those of natural language? Does a

picture of a tin can elicit the ;sane schema as the word an? Unless we can be

sure of that match, or at least sure that the child is attending to his spoken

schema rather than to-the pictured schema, we should be. wary of rebuses.

Constructive Reading

lira constructive reading task the criteria are not eventhe reader must

111
generate them as he goes,along. Of course this type of reading involves

verification, which is to saypi-nuns in the rightmost columns include sub-

raft' s from columns to their left: verification subroutines, and sight-sound

i:sub tines. r-
We were not able to think of a type of constructive reading task that

could be carried out by the pre-reader, except, perhaps, making up meanings

to go along with graphemes.

The beginning. reader demonstrafes constructive skills when he recognizes

the difference between the word run at in the sentence. I can run, and the

word as used in the sentence De hit a home rum. To understand cider sentence,

the reader must-construct a meankng test, and then verify it.

TO get beyond that level of'simple disambiguation: the beginning reader

must become able to use the semantic schemata we were describing earlier. One

important characteristic of the language- experience method is that it puts

22
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111

childrin into a constructive mode from the onset of reading instruction: The

.development of a language-experience controlprogram always involves con-

nections with semantic information the leader already has. The reader -- knowing

this - -can geneiate and,test his on comprehension foals

A salient application of more complex schemata occurs for many adults when

they try to read, with comprehension, a recipe; or a set of directs ns for put-,

tang a model airplane together. A recipe tells.you'evorything you n d to know

if you already know it. As you read'along, you must accurately pick up cues

for activating procedural subroutines. These may involyc the simple diagrammatic

skills referred to earlier (DIAGRAMS, MAPS) but-they also involve ongoing.con-

trols for incorporating:Such tubroutines into d more complex program. UnIcsi

you are doing that, you are not really understanding many types of technical,

411
'scientific, or mathematical writing.

In the final column, headed Remembering, we have tasks that involve

reading with intent to learn. According to Flavell' (1970), we shbuld not expect'

that sort of reading in a beginner. Indeed, we do not find it in many adults..

Reading-to-learn always involves the construct' -n Ofstrategies for deliberately,

altering the S-space. At the level of simple reading, the learner may alter

only a fewsemantic elements. At thii ultimate_reading level, however, the

V

reader,takes in information which may teorganize large portions of the semantic

.network. For examp le, reading Challis book (l9§7) cauzed.many pcoplc-to

reorganize extensively interconnected ideas about learning to rcad.
, .

.

Reading comprehension consists of verifying representatconal and conceptual

elements of schemata invoked purposes
of understanding new information or ten-

eraed for purposes of rememberine information for later use. We have described r

what we believe to be a plausible mechanism for.the perception of the visual

.slid auJitory elements essintiti.lor,sthe reading process. We subscribe to. the

-23 ,
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current view that semantic memory is organized along certain linguistic and

episodic lines: We have emphasized the irportancc of studying reading in the

context of specific rending tasks, presented in our taxonomy, for which de-
.

tailed information processing models can be constructed. The flow charts

presented in this paper are less than a first approximation to the level of

detail that is required to make specific predictions about the proficiency

of reading perforrance in reading tasks.

This concludes our highly oversimplified walk through a taxonomy of reading

tasks. You are no doubt seething with alternative suggestions--and that is the

point: byllooking at,xeading tasks within the framework of a single set of

theoretical principles, we can see contradictions, discrepancies, and inconsis-

tencies. But we can also see Commonalitic;, developmental trends, instructional

hypothes s, and regions for transfer of training. We can see how basic perced110

MI an semantic research-ray relate to reading. If the research is telling

ms s thing about the naturi of the P -space and the S-space, then we know'it

must ve relevance to reading, even though reading may not have been specifically

undo investigation. With a broad theorCtical map before us, we can all work

confidently toward a program ot experimental priorities.

24
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.Figure Captions

Figure 1. Perceptual and semantic elements of the h
.o4

processing system'

Figure 2. Process model.fdi belongingnest decisions.

Figure 3.

Figure, 4'.

Fide S;

. Figure 6.

task. .

Figure 7.,

Response times for bekongingness detisi.ons.

informatiOn

4-

Language-experience chart'as an example of,natural schemata.

Sight-sound corresPOndences for saying the letter "a".

_ .

Flow chart'of conirol2prograp for sight-Soundeorrespondence

Flow chart, for verification tasks,

I.

I t
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Table 1

Respcinse Timcsfor Bclongingncss Decisions

Type of

Response!

- Children Adults C -

Response Time Response Time Difference

level, 1 1904 (56) 1344_ (44) 560

Diffrence (2 - 1) 218 lip
.

Level 2 2122 (23) 1484 (37) 638

, Difference (3 --2) , (468 547

Level 3 , . 2500 (21) 2031 (19) 559
..... ..-. -- ..... -.. Now ow.. ow.. . 4 .... ..., ....ft ......

"No" , 1891 (64) . 1716 (44) 175

Difference (No -(Yes) 628 193

°les" , 2525, (36) 1523 (56) 997
-i

1

A.

Mean 220S (100) 1619 (100) 586

r Level refers'to thi model shown in Figure 2 and "No" or "Yes" to the

'outcomes ofthe decisions.

b Response tints and differences in milliseconds arc classified for

children an4,adults by type of response. Per cent of total response

is shown in parenthesis for each type of decision.
,
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C

Sight-Sound

Correspondences

.Saying Letters

(Pre- reader)

Saying Words"

(Beginning Reber)

4,
ltesiation

4

4

Reading Sentences

Aloud '

(RWei)
'14K

Reading Passages
.

With Feeling

(Skilled Reader)

31

Table 2

Tazoitony of 'Reading Tasks

Number of OperatiOni

Verification

Representational 4

Letter RecOgnition

.

'Word Recognition

Integrating Concrete

Operations

Object Relations

NIP

Conceptual

Word Weaning

Cognitive

Synthesis

Narrative

Logical

Propositions

'Construction .

Underitanding Rene ring

:Disambiguating

Homophones

Invoking

Schemata

"Generating

Strategies

Following. Recipesr Readings For

Directions

,Logical

.

Inferences

Specific'

-Information

Semantic

Reorganization

3 2

C.4
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DECISION CHA-f3TFOt "f3,EVINGINGNESS" SCHEMATA

Notice agent ana-action (Al)
Is object in the s-et implied,by (expected for) Al?

..
. 4

Level i I Yes

Level 2 -

..

IN.

No

1
Generate action(2)associafed with object.
Can agent do action?

Yes

1L

No

Con agent do A2 in the same context as Al?
(compatibitity test) .

Level 3 Yes No



Level 1 response:"

38

..... because object is/ is not in agent-,
action schema

Level 2 response:" .because agent could/could not do action'

Level 3 response: "...becatrte agent could ?could not do
action compatibly with original agent-octi(

CHILDREN ADULT$
'schema... .

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

(

o "Yes , "No"
Answer to Question

Doeslob'ect) go with (act ion) ?

e.g., baseball
letter
trtcycle
hot dog

player at licit
man carrying mailbag
mon carrying majlbag
player at 'bat

.
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Funny Colored Pictures'

Blue pictures, red pictures, zebra pictures.'

I There were small pictures and big picti res.

I The pictures were not real.]

I 'Just colors.

IMany colored pictures.1

A LANGUAGE-EXPERIENCE CHART CUT INTO
'PIECES FOR TEACHING WORD SKILLS.

39
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Scan I-eu

I. .

Hold. I Iterate
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el.

Synthesize
Symbols

. Integrate
Representation
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CZI

June 7 - -A.M.

OPEN DISCUSSION OF GREGG AND FARNHAM-D1GGORY PRESENTATION

-4,
1 .

_

CAZ.DEO You said at the beginning or the paper, Lee, that P space versus 5 apace
-

is not equal to decoding 'versus comprehension. I wondered if you could summarize
_

.

what the difference between those two contrasts are?

GREGG: I believe,that decoding, ae such, occurs only when there is a breakdown

in the ability to perform tasks within each one of the cella of this table. In

other' words, what I haven't made explicit is that there is a learning, process

that's going on. that may be independent of the peiformance that one ob riles

when someone is performing one of these tasks. When one can't perform th task, *

when one is /altering, then you have to fall beck on some acquisition' habits, and

I believe' thaidecoding is generally-used in the literature-is one of those

helpful strategies for trying to saki serval out of something that-14RJ can't do.

Thus, to the extent that the P space is not elaborated, and you don't

recognize large words, then you may fall back op some cognitive strategies, like,

"Call I find the stem ofr-the word, do I know what this-one means, does the prefix

tell me something, dims the suffixb can I separate out a letter,. can I spell it

'letter by letter?" so that -decoding is such more a collection of bihaviors, to

.

get you out of,trouble when you can't Just go along reading normally, carrying

7-oit the -tasks as- specified.

4
Implicit, in what-I am_saying is that there is a difference betl4en stages of

Toraot:ice, from the pre-reader to the skilled reader, but there is also a whole

collection of probleiliClviliwbehiviorpthat aren't exhibited in* this table at

all. If you are at such apd such a level, and have elaborated P space and

ewe, you can do these-kinds of things. If somebody give you some materials

41
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that you can't handle, then fall back on the learning strategies.

-

Pir

44

MacGIMIE1 I wonder if "narrative reIderm belongs under the "verification"

category? it seems to me that understanding most,narratives, even fairly simple

ones, involves a lot more of constructing understandings and constructing images

than we usually give it credit for. if you take a simple story and try to

understand bow you can logically derive the images that you form from reading

illigthat story, you find that. you art going h a lot of elaborate thinking.

GREGG: Thisia, precisely the kind- of- question we hoped would come: from

discussion, because we have had problems with that too. Letme see if I_cagi

reconstruct some of our thinking, which says, for example, that the teacher has

said, the child has already learned the fairy tale or the nursery rhyme, "Jack

and Jill went up thebill to fetch a pail of water.' Thus the conceptual ideas

already exist in .the long -term memory. /There already exists, in some sense, a

sehena, a script for 'Jack and Jill went.up the hill, they got the pail between

.0.C7

*thin, they got the water." That whole thing is already in the long-term memory.

Iht4teachor now says, "b* are going to riad this story about Jack wad Jill," the

first rea,' experienceup in here somewhere in Fable, and just saying "Jack and

Jill" is enough to instate such a aches& for the Jack and Jill story.
"

'Wle don't hale to thiikof the child trying to geskit on his own, or

figuring out what is .happening, all he has to do is verify some words. He now

starts reading the page, following along in sequence, "'Jack 'And Jill,' .yes I'

know those two, they wont up the bill," and so on.

. _
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What I am suggesting is that a narrative description (already stored in

loig-tera memory) could be verified at the level of reading skills.

Understanding what'aagoing on involvea taking a few words, saying, "Oh, I see,

they are talking about a 'Couple of kids; they are going for water." If you don't
t

know the story in advance, then you have to start putting it 'together,

constructing the problem space, as some of our people, Hayes and Simon are

suggesting with respect to adults in more complicated kinds of problems., So

understanding is problem-solving.

Obiiously for us to do our scientific job properly, we ought to be able to

cite more literature than Jason and Clark on the stars, above object

relationships, the stars above the cross, and the crosses abate the star. These

are typical experimtenta, I believe, where verification of object relationships ;

would occur. here the child is looking at pictures displayed before him. VS *

reads the sentence, and asks: 'Does the picture go with the sentence? Does the

seetenoe go with the picture ?' This is the kind of verification we have in mind,

BMW: In the scheme you have on this present figure, whet a child has to put a

sentence ',together, say he is reading a sentence in order to understand its

meaning, then tberes such more than object relations involved. Take for

example the distinction between understanding "This is\ered book' and "This is a

fake book.' The semantic relation between "red" and "book" is very different from

the semantic relation between "fake" and 'book." That's just a very simple

example of a semantic relation bet n words)that has to be somewhere the

ebild's memory system in a very spec ic way. 'Of courpe'it is in their auditory

_language, and there is nothing abut reading as dUch that, brings out that

particular semantic function in special way. But concerning the.rather

detailed problem of bow the parts are put togighit in'terms of semantics, r am

43
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not quite clear as to how you Mee that fitting in.

s

GING: I in fact agree with what you have just said. The complex eanings,~
.

the

semantic relationships in the language, is in the child's language. The kid has

'"Ai
Y

to know that first; be is notlkoing to get it from reading, nicessarily, until

he's at a very much aoreilVecned stage of being able to dilaabiguate logical

propositions, for, exaapie, and presumably only a skilled reader can do that.

°biliously there are many very subtle semantic hints and cues in, our language,

that until our linguist friends started dredging them up for us, moat of us

really didn't think stout. For.exasple, "Flying planes can be,dangerous." So

parts of speech -have_ to be diaaabiguated es well.

....
.

,
.

.

.

.

bhat I meant to exhibit by thii table, is a concrete v4Fbus an abstkadt
.

level of p img, where terei;might be vieual inagery, auditbry imagery, and 41/

., _ ,
.

word recognitio4 041,16. A cep that says word recognition, for example, is the

one whers.the atria* biloork4ng a workbOok and see a picture of a ball.

The object is lous-tbe picture elicits the child's statement, 'Oh, that is

a ball."The assloment-la, "Pick out the word on the page that stands for that
a

object." . 4

And Marcia. "ball" and t and "bin" or "bag," and. tbe child has to do

word recognition in the context of a previously set concrete representation. And'

verify, presumably, "Oh, yes, ball, I process that one, and it gets se to the

picture thlat I already le

The subtleties are How those are resolved, again. I agree, had

"thing to do with the learaing.to reed per se.

!MSS: Take av's:simple of, *Thials a'fake hOok6 and "This is a, red book,'

44.
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there is a different relationship between the two. Would you think of

understanding that by going back to the auditory representation of words, and

putting that'together from the experience with spoken language?

FARNHAM-DIGGORY: To begin with, one would expect that understanding- the

sentence, This is a fake bogie," is something that a very young child isn't going

to be able to do. Right?

SUPPES: No, I think six-year-olds would have that concept. I will make a wager

on that one. I do not mean.* two- or three-year-old, I' talking about readers

now.

FARNHAM-DIGGORT: If they are readers, then this chart simply provides a way -of

describing what kind of readers they are. If they can only decode, they would

fit into one cell. If they can perform certain comprehension operations, then

they would.fit into other-cells. That's all tbAktaxonomy means.

GREGG: In order to make sense of what you have just said, we are not really

talking about the verification, we are talking about a complex verification,

where there is something- to be dissibiguated. Here is a disambiguating
0

bomophonei "He hit a bone run," or "He saw the boy run hone. Here is another

case where there has to be some context in which the word is sorted, and the

..correct meaning obtained. Each of the different meanings of words that sound

alike have to be analyzed and understood in different contexts.

,SOPPO: Isn't theree level between lord meaning and, let's

sentamosa, in terns of putting the parts together, that is--

v., 45
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GREGG; Those are the five hurdibs that we viewed as sort ''of the crucial

developmental issues that would get us beyond word recognition and to

understanding worde in an episodic script-like context.

1

SUPPES: What I am asking for is what goes beyond word seining, how such do you

break that down, and what specifically are the theoretical ideas about the steps

from word meaning to putting the parts together.

The theoretical step, I believe, is invoking some context in which those

a are then matched or not matched. Remember, we spoke of an object,

action, *gent, instrument scenario. "The boy bit the ball. -'-"the baseball with

the bat" So there is an agent, the action is 'hit," the object is "ball;" and we

have got a bat. Now, notice_fhat one of the. subtleties is if you say, "The boy

hit the baseballi! you just know thit it was with a bat, because that's the thing

that goes with baseballs: He maY.have. hit it with an old stick, because his bat

was broken. Context is built up; and one of those constructive frames, or

scripts; is invoked,"and word meanings make sense only to the extent that they

%match what is knbwn about the-constraints or the limitations of words to the

context. That's-as good an answer as I can give.

The qdestion is, of course, to what extent can we generate contexts,

schemata,: frames, that are parSimonioue. Al Newell a few weeks ago at our

conference on comprehension, sounded as it we had to have a schema for everything

we did in the whole world. Hs said, "Gee, that is variable, our heads are going

to be filled with all of these frames and schemata and I just don't see any

future for it.' liopefully.therep will be soelp;rstsOny in the way that these are

put together.

$tr
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MoCONZIE: I would really appreciate it if you take just-a-couple of minutes and

tell 'us out of all that you have said, what things you feel we truly know about

reading. What components of this scheme can wi think of as being well

established at this point, either bekause alternative views. of how one Right

A conceptualize this aspect of reading are illogical, you can't think of any other'

way that it might happen or we have very clear' data that indiCetethat

alternative positions are unlikely? And what are really the base points in this

4
development, the touch points, with reality.

GREGG: Of coUrse the fundamental answer is all of it is absolutely true.

McCONEIE: That's not true, because there are obviously alternative possibilitift

to many of the positions you have taken.

GREGG: Take the ,i nature of discrimination learning, for one. , Qbviously

discrimination learning occurs, it occurs rapidly, it doesn't occur holiAically,

obviously. Some such structure, as the discriaination network of 'SPAN seems

reasonable as a way of modeling.

4

MCGHEE: Are you saying that there is at this point -clear- evidence that the

acquisition of featural information'is sequential in- nature?

GREGG: I was in a lablitory the other day with a dove's brain open, with an

electrode in it, and, boy, I could put horizontal and vertical lines in different

plaoes inlbe brain of a bird. That was pretty compelling, .You can get into

individual oells that are on and off, periodically.

4
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McCONKIR: Is it clear at this point that the acquisition of these features is

serial.

GRIGG: lb, I' didn't say the acquisition as.such.

NoCONICIE: By acquisition, I mean when a person looks is there a sequence in

whiqb the _features are encountered, that some features are encountered before

others. Row, was that part of the series of tests?

GREGG: Yes.

-hoCOKIIR: Is that well established at this point?

A
411k-

GREGG: Yee, I believe so.'' What 'we are%alking about is a way of interpreting a

great -deal of information ,to a given set of data. There are aspects of this

model of visual perception,,or this aspect* of visual- perception and auditory
le

perception, that \are sufficient to demonstrate that virtual objects, auditory

objects can in fact be asserted in this way, and yield internal information%

et

McCONEIE: Nov, ay question is: Hassthe alternative position that features. are
4

_not detected serially, but a number of them detected at once,-been ruled out at

this point?

PARMHAN-DIGOORT: Are you talking about parallel and serial processing?

NO00111CIE: That distinction breaks dowh.

.71Lri11MI
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GRIGG: Let's forget about that distinction. I have left unspecified what these

teats are. No, they are not the original binary tests of EH/A; °Ts it a

vertical line'or a horizontal line?"

Maybe at a very early stage of learning, the child may look at the letter E,

and the teacher may say, "Look, it is up and down, there is a_sertight line

there.' That may be something that is problem solving, but may not necessarily be

a' test in this kind of struciure-. I believe that these testa are organizations

at the neuro-physiological level; and I believe it is a tree-Ilke, not a network,

set of !gelatinsships, as we have.ih this other sesory'stracture. And it happens

rapidly, and it happens in a few hunlied milliseconds, from 500 to 1,000.

These kinds of tests, it to me, are entirely sufficient for

discriminating all of the wordt- that we have ever seen, all the

letters, all of the concepts, all of the auditory and visual !stimuli

10 that we ,

will pick up in a lifetime. In just 10 levels of these; 10

ripe!: it out. How many Words-ire in your vocabulary; bow any different scents,

images can you create by, band' and eye? You know, I believe the recognition

memory is entirely sufficient to-recognize everything that you will pick up in

lifetime of visual discriminsion learning.

McCONCIE: Now, what I gather that you are not saying is t other alternatives

have been excluded.

ONO: What are the other alternativel; that is the crIal issue, isn't it?

MOCONICIE: Hut you are not saying at this point that other alternatives hive been

Issoludei.
1
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FABEVANDIOOORT: What is an example of ons?

52

NoCOVITE: That's what I as trying tccfind out. Is this the chosen alternative,

mf
beoause this was tbe,nly alternative which we, have at this point that will do

it? Or are there are other alternatives, and on the basis of our present data we

can say that things are being handled sequentially in.terms of these teats, for

inatanoe, instead of not sequentially, or that this.is indeed a tree structure.

GREGG: We are going way back to perceptions, they bit the fan.

McCall:1E: Or are we working'with a model which seees to be sufficient without

considering others,

GREGG: I think much of the oonfusioh arises because we look at different itegee

of practice, different developments of the system and we are seeing snakes from

the elephant's tail knd trunk, instead of the barn door that we should be looking

at.

VIMOIBOTOE: Isn't this predicated on the assumption that reading is occurring in

the some language that one has learned to speak? What happens when you tits the

youngster reeding a language different.from the one in which be has learned to

OREOG: ce-often speak of reedidiss squiring a' second lapguage, or it could be a

third lawns for the bilingual child who bas-two languages at home. Reading

can be nett level too third language, or learning French on top of 'a native

dialect, basin English. The reading Ihou ld be a fourth leagues*. Each of these

50 a-
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is an encoding, a representational form, and obviously there are v

difficulties.

53

great

Remember the slide with the dotted line versus the solid line? If the child

bears one kind of sound, and 'cots at something, and then at hose he hears

another kind'of sound, the reading isn't going to help at all. The pointers are

going two different places in the memory. And so taking that kind of distinction

into account is critical for the development of a structure of the sort that we

are talking about here.

Tou have just stated a 'fundamental problem far the design of reading

instruction: To make sure that the graphemic materials are pointing at the right

things, the correct things, the Uffderstandable things.in the child's memory, the

naturaliatin things.'

UNICE: Diana Matalicio's paper tomwrow will have a good deal to hay about

exactly that kind of relationship in the bilingual program.

C
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